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highway – that is, three lanes on each side of the grass median strip.  The highway was going 
to shrink down to two lanes on each side, so a sign had been posted to warn motorists of the 
change.  The sign said, RIGHT LANE ENDS.”  I kept going and, sure enough, my three-lane 
road did shrink down to two.  But, you know what?  I was still in the RIGHT LANE.  We still had 
a RIGHT lane, and we still had a LEFT lane.  What we didn’t have was a MIDDLE LANE.   

So, anyway, that pissed me off, and it became somewhat of a mission for me to get to 
the bottom of this sham.  Well, as it turned out, US-89, which is typically just one lane in each 
direction, would have several widenings and narrowings due to passing zones and such.  

The first such zone ended with a LEFT LANE ENDS sign.  This seemed a little inaccurate 
too, though.  There was still a left lane:  all the eastbound traffic was in it.  You never want to 
be in the left lane unless there is nice divider right outside your driver’s window. 

The second zone ended similarly, with a LEFT LANE ENDS admonition.  OK, I figured, 
Arizona looks at it the other way.  Interesting. 

But, not so fast, ferret-face!   
The third passing zone squeezed shut with a sign that bellowed, RIGHT LANE ENDS, 

1000 FEET.  Oh my.  Whattup with this?? 
The fourth and fifth zones, likewise all concluded with the RIGHT LANE ENDS 

proclamation, but then, in a surprising reversal, the sixth and final one had a LEFT LANE ENDS 
sign posted.  Good grief. 

What discussions took place, in what offices, and how many vitriolic memos were 
exchanged, to arrive at the decision that these three had the right lane end, but that the others 
shut down the left?  Well we can’t make them ALL left!  Harry insists it’s the fucking right lane, 
and so does Jill.  Let’s throw a couple of rights out there too.  [I do realize that I may be the 
only one who has ever noticed this, and I’d bet I’m the only one who is truly bothered by it.] 

I have my travel lane here on the right, the designated passing lane is in the middle, 
and the opposing traffic is on the left, where I hope they stay.  End the left lane?  Fine by me, 
but those drivers will be ucked-fay igtime-bay.   

“Right Lane” makes only a little bit more sense, except that you will always still end up 
with a right lane.  The ONLY time that sign could be correct is if you knock the road down to 
one lane.  That’s it.  Bare essence of road.  Seven feet wide, one-way traffic.  One lane.  No 
right, no left, no middle.  Fuck you. 

Why don’t they all just say “Passing Lane Ends, 1000 Feet”?  Duhhh.  What is so hard to 
understand about that?  Even “Extra Lane Ends.”  At least those two would be accurate.  To 
me, “Middle Lane Ends” would be fine, but I guess they’re afraid that the average driver would 
panic at the thought of that lane turning to dirt and grass while the right and left lanes continue 
blithely onward.   

Personally, I would enjoy “Superfluous Lane Terminates, 25/132 Mile.”  Oh, yeah, I’d be 
loving that sign! 

To be fair – which I rarely am, especially if it puts my precious opinion at risk -- the 6th 
sign of that gantlet actually seemed more appropriate, as the middle lane clearly was the one 
collapsing in to the uninterrupted right.  The “right lane ends” ones may well have been 
collapsing from the shoulder in.  Hmmm.  Do I have to go back and investigate now?  Grrrrrrrrr. 

No.  They’re still wrong.  Nibble my toes. 
 
But the lane-drop signs weren’t the only interesting postings along US-89.  At an outpost 

called The Gap -- no, not just Gap, it’s The Gap, and it’s not a clothing store (though I think 
that chain should put one way out here in the void just on principle) – there was a dust storm 
kicking up.  Waves of dust billowed across the roadway and Moby was pushed hard from the 
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Land, there were some typical roadside Indian jewelry booths, with advance signage.  One said, 
“Turn back, you missed the friendly Indians.”  Then the next sign said, “Oops, you missed us.”  
Is “oops” now accepted Indian language?  Oops?? 

I would have been an evil influence on Nate by now. 
North Rim gate to South Rim gate in 3:07.  Fire hours my left cheek!  If I had 

encountered a motorist going five-hour pace on those roads, I would’ve blown past them with a 
whistle and wave and been long gone.  It was a hassle-free ride, and an easy 200-plus miles.  
Mesas make such a difference over just plain desert:  that noble touch, and that unclimbability.  

At the east entrance to Grand Canyon National Park, there was a new gate being built, 
so all traffic was funneled into a 15 MPH gravel pit.  Not even a temporary road, really: just 
drive through that rutty, clunky, rock pit over there, and welcome to the National Park.  Weird, 
but all in the name of progress. 

I stopped at the first overlook, Desert View, and had a gander.  It all looked good, but 
under gray skies, it lacked spark, especially given all the views I had had this morning. 

At the second overlook, though, Navajo Point, I could see a bright spot in the clouds.  I 
pulled in and got to the rim just as a gap slid open, and a flood of crepuscular rays poured 

through.  To the west, the successive 
ridges within the Canyon took on a 
deep gold color, and the Colorado 
River gleamed like liquid silver.   

My good Catholic upbringing 
came into play, and I could only see it 
as God’s Canyon, and He was throwing 
a howyadoin blessing on me, 
rewarding me for making the trip.  I 
took a few photos, but mainly just 
stood there and dug the scene.  It was 
one very grand looking canyon. 

To the north, the slanting 
beams seem to flow right into the swift 
flowing river, and illuminated the sheer 

cliffs that rose up from it.  Those rock walls looked small from here, but they were at least a 
couple hundred feet high. 

Then the gap closed, and the beams vanished.  The gray melancholy settled back onto 
the landscape, and I moved the Mobe onward.  I had a motel room waiting for me at Grand 
Canyon Village, and that was still a good half-hour away. 

    
 



 On the way there, I passed a large section of forest where there were acres and acres 
of charred trees.  There must have been a very extensive fire here.  Strangely, the evergreen 
trees still had needles on all their branches, but their low trucks were charred.  Possibly a 
controlled blaze set by the NPS to burn out the underbrush.  The burnt smell still pervaded the 
whole area. 
 It was almost 8:00 when I tumbled into Room 7050 at the Yavapai Lodge.  It wasn’t 
much.  It was like a dorm room:  cinder block walls, no-AC, bottom of the line tub and shower, 
a bed that was way past its prime, tiny and plain white towels, and a buck-a-minute phone 
rate.  But it was still MUCH better than Motel 6 in San Antonio! 

I took a dusk walk over to the south rim.  There were hundreds of people all over the 
sidewalks and in the gift 
shops.  Man, was this place 
crowded!  Solitude, 
shmolitude. 

The sky was odd.  It 
was almost like a fog bank 
hanging above us all.  You 
could see some mist veiling 
down, but it lacked the 
impetus to come all the way, 
so it just fell to a point, 
thinned, dissipated, got 
caught in the draft, and rose 
back up.  Very indecisive 
behavior for water vapor. 

I went back to 7050 
and downloaded my latest 
photos into the Presario 
2100.  I took the extra step 
of immediately burning them 
onto a CD, having learned 
from the debacle of four 
years before, when all 300+ 
of my RR2K photos 
disappeared in a laptop 
crash the day after I got 
home. 

Photos secure, I 
called it a night before 
10:00.   

Nothing to see here 
… until morning. 
 

 
 


